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What is dropout?
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Dropout students are defined as who leave the specified level 

without completing their study period. 

Fresher Students Reasons of Dropout Dropout Students

• Burden for a family.

• Burden for a 

nation.

• Economic Impact 

at educational 

sectors.



What are the reasons of student dropouts?
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Academic

Source: Factors Influencing on Dropouts at Undergraduate Level in Private Universities of Bangladesh: A Case Study

Australasian Journal of Business, Social Science and Information Technology (AJBSSIT)- 2018

Financial

Port City International University, Chittagong, Bangladesh 

Case Study result



What are the reasons of student dropouts?
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Change of University

Source: Factors Influencing on Dropouts at Undergraduate Level in Private Universities of Bangladesh: A Case Study

Australasian Journal of Business, Social Science and Information Technology (AJBSSIT)- 2018

Family related

Others

Port City International University, Chittagong, Bangladesh 

Case Study result
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The Project: Students’ Dropout Solution 
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Students’ dropout solution is a unique tools, being used by
faculty members of Daffodil International University (DIU) to
check the status of each student regarding the overall scenario,
using different parameters and employing sentiment analysis as

well. It’s an Artificial Intelligence (AI) operated module
designed to evaluate the dropout tendencies among students
and has been using to find out the real reason which will
facilitate concerned faculty members to take right and correct
measures, accordingly and paves the way for improvement
against challenges.



The Project: Students’ Dropout Solution 
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• Determine the probability of dropping out

• Working toward a real-time snapshot of a student’s dropout risk

• Data Visualization in Web Application & Mobile App

• Live data integration from Educational ERP by API

• Facilitate to achieve better reputation by minimizing students dropout

• Generate more revenue by minimizing student’s dropout

• Help to develop students’ future career by minimizing students dropout

• Facilitate to deliver smart and latest services.

• Starting the journey with descriptive analytics

o Helping boost graduation rates by minimizing Dropout

o Intervening early to get students moving in the right direction

o Sharing the model with other districts

o Turning a vision into reality

• Data Management and Analytics

• Dashboards for Whole Scenario, Faculties, Departments, Semesters, Individual Students
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Diu benefits
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University can get following benefits



Parameters consideration
Independent Parameters used for training the model

Faculty

Department

ATTENDANCE

QUIZ

MID_TERM

GRADE_OBTAINED

COURSE_ID

ATTENDANCEPERCENTAGE

MENTORS_FEEDBACK

SEX      

RELIGION

SSC_CGPA

HSC_CGPA

MARITAL_STATUS

FATHERANNUALINCOME

MOTHERANNUALINCOME

LOCALGUARDIANRELATION

BEAR_EDU_EXPENSE

ENROLLMENT_AGE

PRE_ADDRESS

SGPA

CREDIT

PAYABLE

PAID

DUE

Parameters used for visualize

CAMPUS_NAME

BATCH_ID

PROGRAM_NAME

PROG_SHORT_NAME

DEPT_SHORT_NAME

DEPARTMENT_NAME

FACULTY_NAME

FAC_SHORT_NAME

SEMESTER_ID

SEMESTER_NAME

PRESENT_HOUSE

PRESENT_CITY:

PRESENT_DISTRICT:

PERMANENT_HOUSE:

PERMANENT_CITY

PERMANENT_DISTRICT

STUDENT_ID 

Dropout Reason 

Dropout Status 

NAME

Dependent parameter/Target Variable 

Dropout Reason 

Dropout Status 



Some scenarios with Parameters
Scenario: When parents are edu expense bearer and both 
have good income. On the other hand every parameters 

input value is good. 
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The interface
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Dashboard
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Impact Analysis
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To ensure quality assurance in higher education

institutes and to automate the process, DIU has

taken initiative to automate its implementation

process where QA cell loos into the evaluation and

monitoring process for adjudging the real time

development or progress. to design the quality

assurance process management system on a

service oriented architecture (SOA). SOA has been

chosen for the transparently, scalability, and

Integrity of this architecture.



use of the latest developments in technology
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In Daffodil International University, we

introduced the Blended learning Center (BLC)

platform in around 2016. Since then, our

academic departments have been engaged to

develop online course repositories. However,

that time students were mostly engaged

through the traditional face to face class

system. When the pandemic started in

Bangladesh and we faced the first lockdown,

we took immediate steps to onboard all

students and teachers to online education

through the BLC platform.
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use of the latest developments in technology- during pandemic

On top of that the university offered 100s of webinars and circulated different

digital guidelines to both teachers, students and administrators on how to take

preparations at individual level to cope up with different initiatives and changes

done by the university. Because of these initiatives, the majority of the teachers

became well equipped to take classes online, could create and circulate online

courses, contents and materials through the BLC platform for the students to

study, engage the students through different interactive contents and discussion

forums to further enhance their learning process, assess the students learning

from creating online quizzes, assignments and online workshops.
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Integration of AI helps all entities to reap the benefit. Artificial intelligence displayed by 

machines, in contrast with the natural intelligence (NI) displayed by humans and other 

animals. AI research is defined as the study of "intelligent agents". DIU employs AI in 

different operational areas.

DIU uses AI in decision making and employs at the operational tasks
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Few are some of the initiatives of DIU where smart AI system has been using:

DIU has introduced all the process of the

university (administrative) is made digital

through SmartEdu ERP (Partially AI

based) developed by Daffodil Computers

Limited which is a concern of Daffodil

Family which even covers the digitization

of different reports, digital

communication, digital meetings, HR

management, transport management,

policy management etc. I believe all

these initiatives can contribute to

developing models for new formats,

contents and delivery channels for other

educational institutions and national

policy makers.



Thanks!
Any questions?
You can find us at:

⊹ emran@daffodilvarsity.edu.bd

⊹ nafees-research@daffodilvarsity.edu.bd
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